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Apart from authors such as Howard Phillip Lovecraft, few writers have made as massive an 

impact on a literary genre as Edgar Allan Poe. Born on January the 19th, 1809, he is likely best known for 

his short stories and poems; The Tell-Tale Heart, The Raven, and The Fall of the House of Usher has 

been elevated to classic literature. While Sir Arthur Conan Doyle popularized the detective novel through 

his Sherlock Holmes' series, literary experts credit Poe with establishing the devices. While he was not 

the first person to write a horror story, the literary techniques he employed still form the genre's 

scaffolding. His lifetime of struggles with depression and alcoholism can be seen through the subject of 

his writing. While he died in relative obscurity under mysterious circumstances, he has left a legacy as 

one of America's greatest writers. 

Born to David Poe Jr. and Elizabeth Arnold Hopkins, both professional performers, they were 

members of a repertory 1troupe in Boston when he was born in 1809. He was the middle child, having an 

older brother named William Henry Leonard and a younger sister called Rosalie. Their grandfather on 

their father's side emigrated from Ireland in the 1700s, and his mother was English-born and had moved 

to the United States while she was a child. Some researchers postulate that Edgar's name could have been 

influenced by Shakespeare's King Lear, which his parents were performing during their pregnancy; 

however, there is no definitive proof supporting that claim. 

His father abandoned the family while Poe was very young. His mother later died of 

consumption2 before he was three years old, at which point the siblings split apart and were sent to live 

with different families. Edgar was fostered by John Allan, a wealthy exporter from Richmond, Virginia.  

Despite this, the 'Allan' part of his name comes from their family. Most information on Poe's life with the 

Allans during this point state that Frances Allan was a warm and loving mother who treated him with love 

and affection; the same can not be said about John. The relationship was always strained, and they never 

 
1 A repertory would be like what we now know as a theater venue, where plays, ballads and operas are 

performed. 
2 During that period, tuberculosis was referred to as this, or as wasting disease. 
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formed any proper bonds. Much of the conflict is believed to stem from Edgar's desire to pursue a career 

as a writer, which John disagreed vehemently with.  

John Allan arranged for Edgar to attend the finest schools of the time. In February of 1826, he 

enrolled at the University of Virigina3 , intending to study ancient and modern languages. While not 

possessing the most desirable traits of a good student, his brooding brilliance had already been noticed by 

his professors. Possessing excellent reading and remarkable memory skills, Poe would often skip lectures 

and just read ahead in the provided course material, allowing him to correctly recite the material even 

when entirely unprepared. During his final examinations, he even received top honors in both Latin and 

French; he was praised by both professors for his excellence as a student. Even though Edgar was not the 

most popular of students, he had a small group of friends with whom he shared some of his earliest 

works, his voicing rising to a crescendo as he threw his whole soul into the recitation of his latest weird or 

wild tale. They would sit enraptured by this, and he was well-liked and considered an odd yet gifted 

individual. He did not care for criticism or mockery, though. Once, after being mocked for repeating the 

hero's name, 'Gaffy', he pitched the manuscript into a fire during a fit of rage, thereby earning him the 

lifelong nickname 'Gaffy Poe'.  

Despite the outward appearance of success, Edgar left the school in December of 1826 and did 

not return. While John Allan was providing him with funds during his stint at the University, Edgar 

complained that they were wholly inadequate and repeatedly pleaded for more assistance which his 

stepfather denied. Thus, to maintain his lifestyle, he turned to lines of credit from Charlottesville 

merchants, which he gambled by playing cards. Edgar was not a good card player and, by the end of ten 

months, had amassed a debt of over $2,0004. John Allan, a staunch opponent of gambling, was livid with 

Edgar's actions and refused to let him return to the University. At this point, he returned to the family 

home in Richmond and was put to work as a clerk at his stepfather's business. Finally, after enduring 

Allan's contemptuous comments towards his writings and inability to comply with the authoritarian-like 

 
3 The University of Virigina had only recently been founded by Thomas Jefferson on January 25th, 1819. 
4 With today’s purchasing power, this would be approximately $60,000. 
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working conditions, Edgar began secretly soliciting other employment. Upon discovering this, John Allen 

was apoplectic with rage, threw Edgar out of the home denounced him from the family.  

Before leaving for the University of Virginia, Edgar had proposed marriage to his childhood 

sweetheart Elmira Royster. Unfortunately, during his absence, her father intercepted their correspondence 

and, opposing their union, steered her in the direction of a suitor he felt would provide her with a better 

life. Now, after losing his fiancé and being stricken from the family estate, Edgar decided to relocate to 

Boston, where he spent a short amount of time and published his first book of poetry, titled 'Tamerlane 

and Other Poems'5. The book was not well received and did not garner favorable reviews from the 

newspapers and critics, and the money he spent publishing the book was essentially unrecoverable. 

 During this point in his life, he enlisted in the military at the age of 18 under a false name. All 

documents from the time-period state that he was an excellent cadet and rose to sergeant major in only 

two short years. After this, he enrolled in West Point Academy, where like at the University of Virginia, 

he was known to be an exceptional student; he again ran into financial difficulties. Despite his success 

under military discipline, Edgar was not happy with his life in the Army and wanted out three years 

before his five-year commitment was up. He approached his commanding officer, Lieutenant Howard, 

and spilled the details of his proper name and age. Howard felt sorry for Edgar and agreed to arrange an 

honorable discharge under one condition that he reconcile and reunite with his foster father, John Allan. 

Howard contacted Allan preemptively, suggesting that Edgar come back home. Allan's response was less 

than desirable, stating that Edgar needed to remain there until the end of his enlistment. Edgar himself 

wrote John Allan at length, detailing how he had been inspired by the United States Military Academy to 

make something of himself and had decided to change his life. Neither that nor subsequent letters were 

answered by Allan. Fate had reconciliation in store, though, when in February 1829, Fanny Allan, Edgar's 

foster mother, became sick and passed away. Both John and Edgar were overcome with grief, and their 

relationship softened enough that John agreed to help Edgar with West Point Academy. Once again, 

 
5 This was not published under his name, instead he used the pseudonym A Bostonian. 
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Edgar excelled, but once again, events outside of his control were determined to steer his future. He 

discovered that John Allan had fathered twins out of wedlock and married a woman twenty years 

younger, causing Edgar to worry that his foster father would shut him out again. His fears were confirmed 

near the end of 1830 when Allan wrote Edgar to inform him that he no longer wished to communicate 

with him. Edgar was furious and wrote Allan that he wished to withdraw from West Point, an act that 

required John's permission. He received no response, so he amassed a truly impressive 44 offenses and 

over 100 demerits in one semester. Edgar was court-martialed, tried, and discharged from the Army. 

Before leaving, though, he had convinced over 130 of his fellow cadets to help finance another book of 

poetry, 'Poems', which he published in February of 1831, soon after arriving in New York.  

Near the end of 1831, Edgar's older brother Henry passed away due to poor health and 

complications from alcoholism. After this, he began putting more effort into his career as a writer. At this 

point in American history, however, there were no International Copywrite laws, so American authors 

frequently reproduced unauthorized copies of foreign works instead of crafting their own. His efforts 

were also hampered by the Panic of 18376. In addition, due to advances in printing technologies, there 

was a surge of new publications. Still, few lasted more than a few issues, plus the publishers often refused 

to pay their writers or pay them much less than initially agreed upon. Still, Edgar began developing his 

signature prose and published several short stories and poems in Philadelphia publications. In 1833 the 

Baltimore Saturday Visiter awarded him a prize for the short story 'MS. Found in a Bottle'. This story also 

gathered the attention of John P. Kennedy, who introduced Edgar to Thomas W. White, editor of the 

Richmond, Virginia-based Southern Literary Messenger. Edgar worked here as assistant editor for a short 

period but was ultimately fired for being drunk on the job.  

One of the most controversial aspects of his life is his marriage. On September the 22nd, 1835, 

Edgar obtained a marriage license to legally marry his cousin Virginia Eliza Clemm, who was half his age 

 
6 This was a financial crisis that kicked off a period of major economic depression, lasting until the mid-

1840s. 
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at the time7. Several years prior, they had first met when Virginia's widowed mother, Maria, allowed 

Edgar to stay with the family after his military discharge. The two spent much time together, with 

Virginia initially delivering love letters to Edgar's other interests before turning his attention to her. 

Despite her mother disapproving of the difference in ages, Edgar's financial situation, and rumors of 

frequent drunkenness, they eventually decided to marry. So, on September the 22nd, 1835, the two eloped 

and later made their marriage publicly known through a ceremony held in Richmond, Virginia, in May of 

1836, officiated by a Presbyterian minister. They briefly honeymooned in Petersburg, Virginia, in a quaint 

spot on the Appomattox River. 

Around this period, Edgar published some of his best-known works, such as The Raven and The 

Fall of the House of Usher. He had become an established poet whose unique prose and subject matter 

gained him significant fame. Although there are rumors of Edgar struggling with alcohol throughout his 

life, and alcoholism was undoubtedly present in the Poe side of the family, his substance abuse was 

relatively under control until 1847, after the death of his wife and muse Virginia due to tuberculosis. This 

caused his drinking and a lifelong battle with depression to spiral out of control. On October the 3rd, 1849, 

Edgar Allan Poe was found semi-conscious near a pop-up voting location in Baltimore. Edgar was 

shabbily dressed, babbling incoherently, and wearing clothes that were not his own. He remained in the 

hospital under supervision for four days until he passed away due to his condition, never regaining 

lucidity long enough to explain to his caregivers why he was in an area notorious for voting fraud8. While 

the official cause of death was listed as phrenitis9, the circumstances surrounding his death have led to 

much speculation regarding the true causes of his demise. Other theories related to receiving a beating, 

alcohol-induced injuries, carbon monoxide or heavy metal poisoning, a brain tumor, and even murder, 

though no evidence supports or disproves those claims. 

 
7 Both arranged marriages and the age difference were more commonplace during his time than they are 

currently, so while we look back at it in disgust, at the time, this was normal. The disgust was at the age 

difference, not the relation. 
8 Supporters of the electoral candidates would essentially kidnap and drug unsuspecting individuals and 

drag them to the polls where they would be forced to vote for the candidate. 
9 Antiquated medical term that was once used to describe swelling of the brain. 
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 For nearly 50 years after his death, his work was disregarded in Great Britain and the United 

States until French poet Charles Baudelaire recognized the genius in Poe. By the end of the 19th century, 

he was credited as an inspiration to famous authors like Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Fyodor Dostoevsky, and 

H.G. Wells. Fast-forward another century, and Poe's works have been elevated alongside Mark Twain and 

Ernest Hemingway as the most influential American authors and started becoming required readings for 

high school students. Edgar Allan Poe is called the father of detective novels and horror stories. 

Alongside Mary Shelley and Bram Stoker, he is a pioneer of horror fiction. Even his poem Eureka is 

occasionally considered one of the earliest works of science fiction writing. His works have been ported 

to various mediums, from computer video games, movies, and plays. The motif behind The Raven was 

featured in an episode of The Simpsons, further embedding Poe into modern pop culture. With all his 

works now falling into the public domain, anyone can adapt his work as they please. The 1953 adaption 

of The Tell-Tale Heart was even nominated for an Oscar award, earning the directors, producers, and cast 

large sums of money. It is estimated that during his lifetime Poe only earned about $6,20010. While he 

died in relative obscurity under curious and unexplainable circumstances, he leaves an enduring legacy as 

one of America's finest authors, whose works will continue to thrill generations of readers. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
10 In today’s dollars, this would be about $225,000. 
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